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Abstract 
This thesis aims to investigate whether the choice of “X” in the buzzword con-
struction “X Li X Qi” is at random or needs to conform to certain laws. In this 
study, a large-scale closed corpus has been built and 436 kinds of “X Li X Qi” 
items are retrieved by virtue of it. The study has explored the sanction restric-
tions of the buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” on the variable “X” from the 
aspects of its part of speech and semantic coercion based on the construction 
grammar. In this construction, the majority of “X” entering this construction are 
nouns while adjectives account for a very small amount. Moreover, “Xnoun” are 
always coerced into weakening their referential and profiling the predicative 
themselves. As for the semantic coercion, the construction coerces the lexical 
item “X” into a meaning of non-derogation and profile the state distinction of 
“Xadjective” and endows the variable “X” with a meaning of “increase of quantity 
of degree”. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent ten years, with the rapid development of China’s economy and the accelerated progress of science and 
technology, many new phenomena and changes have emerged in language use. Looking at the current list of hot 
searches in Weibo in 2021, the structure of “X Li X Qi” has frequently become a buzzword of the times discussed and 
used by the whole people, such as “Cha Li Cha Qi” (茶里茶气), “Ting Li Ting Qi” (厅里厅气). Previous studies on “X 
Li X Qi” is mainly scattered in the research about adjective reduplication “X Li X Qi”, and there are few studies only 
focusing on the network buzzword “X Li X Qi”. Fu (2020) analyzes the structure similar to “gay Li gay Qi” by apply-
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ing construction coercion theory and finds that the non-adjectives entering this construction could be automatically ad-
jectivalized, and the vocabulary coercion from “X” is reflected in its ability to determine the emotional meaning of the 
construction of “X Li X Qi” [1]. Guo (2021) finds that this structure can express the speaker’s views on something in a 
playful way, and can alleviate the atmosphere of speech [2]. Li (2022) regards “A Li A Qi” as a construction and finds 
that its constructional meaning is “evaluation of the nature and state of people or things” and the words entering this 
construction are mainly adjectives; moreover the entered nouns or verbs always have “descriptive meaning”. Compared 
with the traditional structure, this construction has a sense of indicating the deepening of degree and in the network 
context, it now tends to mainly express neutral and positive meaning rather than the sense of negative evaluation [3]. 
However, the previous studies have not given a comprehensive explanation to the fact that this structure is popular on 
the Internet with a new meaning, and its generation mechanism is still unclear. Therefore, it is of special significance to 
apply the construction grammar theory to analyze the sanction restriction of the buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” on 
its free component “X”. 

2. Methods 
Qualitative and quantitative methods are adopted in this paper and a corpus has been built to carry out this research. 

The text data of the closed corpus comes from Weibo, Bilibili, Tencent Video, iQiyi and Baidu search. After all the text 
is cleaned, words is counted by using the regular expression: [\u4c00-\u9fa5]|[a-zA-Za-zA-Z0-90-9\.%%] and the total 
number of Chinese characters is 1933426. Based on this corpus, 436 kinds of “X Li X Qi” items are retrieved in the 
end. 

3. Part-of-speech Coercion on the Variable “X” 
3.1. Weakening Referential and Profiling Predicative of “Xnoun” 

As for the construction coercion on lexical items, Dong and Yang (2009) argue that “[M]otivated by the principles of 
least effort and cognitive salience, a lexical item usually enters a construction in the holistic form of gestalt. As a result, 
incongruity will arise between the lexical item and the construction. Therefore, the construction must coerce the lexical 
item, that is, to profile the congruent meaning and suppress other incompatible meanings of the lexical item.” [4]. 

The part of speech of majority of “X” belongs to noun, accounting for 94.37% (adjectives accounts for 4.21%). 
Through further observation, we can find that these nouns in the buzzword constructions have the characteristics of ad-
jectives, which can be interpreted as arising from the construction coercion. To be more specific, the buzzword con-
struction represents a clear preference on nouns and restricts adjectives from entering the construction; meanwhile, it 
always coerce the nouns entered the construction into weakening their referential and profiling the predicative them-
selves; as a result, these nouns can get characteristics of adjectives in the end. In the buzzword construction of “X Li X 
Qi”, the component “Li” has been proved in the previous questionnaire survey to have a meaning, which is “inside; 
contain” ,or, more precisely, “include other things into its own interior”, showing that things(“Xnoun”) themselves have a 
certain volume and is larger than other things and has sufficient quantity in some aspect. Meanwhile, the component 
“Qi” means “with certain temperament or characteristics”, and only “the gathering and long-term stay can keep a rela-
tive stable state and generate a individuality or temperament, which refers to “Qi” — “气” in Chinese, so “Qi” also 
embodies the superposition meaning of quantity. The joint action of “Li” and “Qi” endows the construction with 
“meaning of rising in scale or quantity”. In addition, the buzzword construction originates from the traditional adjective 
reduplication, so it inherits the adjective semantic features and coercion ability from it, giving a force of cognitive sa-
lience in representing the adjective semantics of nouns and expressing a meaning of increasing degree. 

According to Wang (2011), a noun is rich in meaning, which can not only convey referential information, but also 
contain some other connotations. When it appears in this buzzword construction, influenced by construction coercion, 
the meaning of the noun changes from “extension” to “connotation”, because the connotation meaning (typical feature) 
is more likely to be divided into degree grades [5]. At this time, the noun plays the role of “to activate”, and with the 
start of metonymy mechanism, it lead to a salience of the typical characteristics that the noun can represent (such as 
shape, color, smell, temperature, hardness, price, character, etc.) under the influence of cultural background knowledge. 
In the end, the referential features of the noun “X” is weakened, while the predicative semantic components are hig-
hlighted. For example, in the expression of “Gou Li Gou Qi” in the following Sentence (1), “Gou”—”dog”, is no longer 
used to refer to a concrete dog that shows the temperament of “cute, naughty and loving to wag its tail”, but activates 
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the “typical characteristics” of this kind of dog. This view can be illustrated as follows: 

 
Diagram 1. Mechanism of Construction Coercion in Part of Speech. 

The following sentences are all from Sina Weibo. In fact, most of these sentences are accompanied by videos and 
pictures on Weibo. To understand the true semantics of a word or phrase, it is necessary to put it into a specific context. 
However, due to the conditions, this paper cannot be loaded videos, so in English translation, we supplement the con-
tents according to the actual meaning expressed by the video to facilitate understanding, which are placed into brackets. 

(1) 这只小猫咪怎么
Why is this cat so like a dog (, wagging its tail all the time just like dogs) ? 
(2)朋友们逐渐开始

狗里狗气 

局里局气，厅里厅气，师里师气，只有我孩里孩气 
My friends gradually begin to have the temperament of a commissioner, chief or professor (, and are becoming 

more and more mature and calm). Only I still behave like a kid(with naïve and childish mind). 
(3)分享今日鞠里鞠气

As a whole, the motivation of construction coercion on its lexical items stems from “the principle of least effort” 
(Zipf, 1935) in communication, which refers to the speakers pursue to express meaning with the least language as much 
as possible and the hearers desire to obtain as much useful information as possible and the cognitive salience in hu-
man’s construal, that is, the whole is more prominent than the part 

的自拍 
Share my today’s selfie, which is especially like the superstar—Jü Jingyi. 
As mentioned above, a noun contains some related characteristic information; it can be seen from the above diagram 

that a noun may activate many related connotations. Under the action of specific cultural background knowledge, the 
most prominent connotations located at the top of the rectangular bar are most easily activated and can best represent 
the connotations of this noun. If the typical character of certain person has not been accepted by the public, we should 
not use this person’s name in this buzzword construction, because this proper noun alone cannot activate a typical cha-
racter. For example, in Sentence (3) “Jü Li Jü Qi”, “Ting Li Ting Qi” and “Shi Li Shi Qi” correspond to the common 
characteristics of a “commissioner”, “chief” and “professor”—mature, calm, serious and capable, which are opposite to 
kid’s temperament corresponding to “childish and naïve”. The noun in Sentence (3) can be used in this way because 
“Jü”(鞠)—the superstar, Jü Jingyi, whose typical temperament and character have been accepted by the majority of 
netizens in China. If the unique character of someone or something has been agreed among a small group, it can be used 
in this buzzword construction.  

[6]. The buzzword construction “Xnoun Li Xnoun Qi” 
has its special pragmatic function and communicative effect. Sometimes it is difficult to find its corresponding con-
struction “Xadjective Li Xadjective Qi”. Even if we can get it, it may not be completely replaced. In this way, this kind of 
construction can also play a role in perfecting language expression to some extent. For example, “Jü Li Jü Qi” men-
tioned above seems to be difficult to find an appropriate adjective or “Xadjective Li Xadjective Qi” to replace it. This is very 
similar to the “Gradable Adverb + Noun” construction. For example, when Suzhou TV Station commented on the 
opening ceremony of the 2008 Olympic Games in the early morning of August 9, 2008, it said: Very China (很中国), 
very Zhang Yimou (很张艺谋), very surprising. If it is not expressed in this way, it seems that it is difficult to find al-
ternative words for a while. 
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3.2. Three Sanction Conditions for “Xnoun” entering 
Through the above discussion, we can know that “X” entering the buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” is mostly a 

noun. Wang (2011:343) assumes that a person can have multiple personalities, and which connotation of a noun can be 
activated in his knowledge domain depends on the specific context and cultural background [5]. According to the cog-
nitive operation mechanism of the buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” revealed in the above diagram, we can explain 
why some nouns can enter the construction and some nouns can’t, which we think depends entirely on whether this 
noun has the following features: 

(1) Whether it can turn from extension to connotation under the action of human construal;  
(2) Whether it can activate a typical feature worthy of people’s use in daily life;  
(3) Whether it can be subjectively quantified by degree. 
Generally speaking, nouns that meet these three conditions can smoothly enter the construction. Even if there is no 

noun used in such expression at present, people will blurt it out or write it down at any time once needed; however, 
nouns that do not meet these three conditions should not enter the construction, or cannot enter it temporarily. For ex-
ample, the reason why “Ci Li Ci Qi”(词里词气) and “Rong Li Rong Qi”(绒里绒气) do not appear on the Internet is 
that we can’t activate any connotative “typical features” that can be used for construal from the specific “Ci”(词) and 
“Rong”(绒) as vehicles to explain another thing, and we can’t deal with it to a degree. One day, when these nouns meet 
the above three conditions, people’s construal ability reaches this stage and reaches a consensus, they will naturally be 
used in this buzzword construction. 

4. Semantic Coercion 
4.1. Meaning of Non-derogation 

By examining the meaning of “X”, we can find that 97% of them are neutral nouns, which is quite different from the 
adjectives or nouns in the traditional adjective reduplication where “X” is mostly derogatory. At the same time, the 
buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” always expresses positive or neutral semantics, and seldom expresses negative 
meanings, while the traditional adjective reduplication often expresses pejorative meanings. In buzzword constructions, 
even when “X” is a morpheme with negative sense, “X Li X Qi” can still express of neutral or positive meaning of ban-
ter or humor, but not hatred, such as the following example: 

(4) 好喜欢deja vu这种婊里婊气
I really like this seductive and sexy song— “déjà vu” 

的歌   

(5) 这种懒懒的婊里婊气
This lazy, seductive and charming accent, combined with bubble sound, really won my heart 
(6) 关晓彤以前发的微博，

漫不经心的accent+气泡音深得我心    

土里土气的可爱    
The Weibo posted by Guan Xiaotong before looks outdated at first glance, but it is actually so cute. 
(7)骚里骚气的小喵咪 
The cat likes me so much that she always follows me and asks to sleep with me everyday, which is so cute. 
(8) 夏天快到了 要减肥 要开始

4.2. Profile of the State Distinction of “Xadjective” 

骚里骚气 
Summer is coming. I need to lose weight and have a charming figure, becoming sexy and seductive. 
Looking up the 7th edition of Modern Chinese Dictionary, we can find that “Biao” (婊) refers to “bitch”, which means 

“prostitute” (often used as swearing words); “Tu” (土) as an adjective means “not in line with the trend; be not open”; 
“Sao” (骚) means “frivolous behavior and dissolute style”. They are all typical derogatory terms, and in the above ex-
ample sentences, it can be clearly judged that “Biao Li Biao Qi”, “Tu Li Tu Qi” and “Sao Li Sao Qi” in the context do 
not show hatred, but reflect the speaker’s banter or humor meaning, and show more love and affirmation for the de-
scribed object or event. 

According to Lin (2002), from the perspective of pragmatic functions of words, qualitative adjectives are distinctive 
while state adjectives are descriptive [7]. Wu (2011) and Chen (2012) mentions that “X Li X Qi” is a state adjective and 
represents the state of things or behaviors [8] [9]. For example, 

A. 这个苹果红。 
B. 这个苹果红里红气
Sentence A only points out that the apple has the nature of “being red” in color to distinguish other green apples, but 

的。 
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how red it is has not been revealed, while sentence B shows that the apple is in a state of “Hong Li Hong Qi”, which can 
remind people of a red apple image, and also reveals a little sweetness. The latter form presents a strong state distinction 
in semantics. In “Hong Li Hong Qi” (红里红气), “Hong”(红) changes from qualitative adjective to state adjective, and 
it indicates an “indirect” state, that is, the state distinction is relatively weak, because it is generally not a direct descrip-
tion of the object’s state, but uses reduplication to arouse people’s experience of a state [8] (Wu, 2011). To put it simple, 
when the “X” entering the buzzword “X Li X Qi” is an adjective morpheme, namely, Xadjective, it will be coerced to pro-
file its state distinction, which means Xadjective is not distinctive any more but descriptive. 

4.3. Increase of Quantity of Degree 
According to Shen (1993), quantitative iconicity reveals that the more complex, important, and unpredictable the 

concept is, the more language signs are needed to describe it; for example, the number of morphemes in a compound 
word is more than that of a simple word; the semantic focus of sentences has an extra stress, and the predictable topics 
are often omitted because of its small amount of information [10]. Lin (1995) mentions that more of form is more of 
meaning and quantitative iconicity is also embodied in words and morphemes [11]. Li (1996) also has a similar asser-
tion, holding that “quantity” is an important cognitive category, and there are many linguistic methods to express the 
category of quantity, and word reduplication is one of them. He assumes that all word reduplication is directly or indi-
rectly related to the change of quantity; therefore, it can be said that word reduplication is a grammatical means to ex-
press the change of quantity and “adjustment of quantity” is the most basic grammatical meaning of word reduplication 
[12]. Zhang (2007) argues that monosyllabic adjectives are easy to be realized as qualitative adjectives, while polysyl-
labic adjectives are often state adjectives and points out that a large amount cross-dialect language material shows that it 
is so common to express the expansion of quantity of degree by means of sound addition or reduplication in Chinese, 
such as “A 里 AB” and thinks it can be explained by iconicity [13]. Hence, “X Li X Qi”, a typical adjective reduplica-
tion, naturally has a meaning of “increase of quantity of degree” by quantitative iconicity. At the same time, the lexical 
meaning of “including; containing” in “Li” itself can reflect “large volume” on the side, while “Qi” can has a feature of 
“gathering and stably surrounding”. The combination of the two also express an increase of quantity of degree, which 
can explain why when “X” is noun, the buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” can still express the meaning of increase of 
quantity of degree. 

Considering that “X” in the buzzword construction is mostly a noun and are few adjectives, this paper first discuss 
the situation that “X” is an adjective, and then looks at how “X” is coerced into the meaning of “increase of quantity of 
degree” when it is a noun. 

(9)帅气的王嘉尔，魅力无限。  
(10)帅里帅气的阿严 
From the above two sentences, it can be clearly found that “Shuai Li Shuai Qi” expresses a stronger degree of 

“handsome” than “Shuai Qi”, which can be interpreted by quantitative iconicity arising from the buzzword construction 
“X Li X Qi”. 

(11)这向日葵怎么菊里菊气的   
Why is this sunflower so shaped like a chrysanthemum 
(12)菊里菊气 
(Wow, so many chrysanthemums,) I’m surrounded by chrysanthemums 
(13)偷了王女士的法兰绒布料给小吉做了一件桃里桃气的小衣服    
I stole Ms. Wang’s flannel cloth and made a little pink dress for Xiaoji  
(14)桃里桃气。  
There are so many peaches in the bowl that I can have a big meal 
By observing the words and corresponding pictures of sentences (11)-(14), we can find that the semantics of “Jü Li 

Jü Qi” in sentences (11) and (12) and “Tao Li Tao Qi” in sentences (13) and (14) are completely different. “Jü Li Jü Qi” 
and “Tao Li Tao Qi” in sentences (11) and (13) focus on highlighting “the shape of a chrysanthemum” and “the color of 
a peach”, while “Jü Li Jü Qi” and “Tao Li Tao Qi” in sentences (12) and (14) focus on highlighting “the number of 
chrysanthemums” and “the amount of peach”, respectively. The reason why “X Li X Qi” can express this meaning is, 
on the one hand, because of the iconicity of quantity; on the other hand, is because “Li” can imply “surrounding” and 
“Qi” can indicate “gathering”, so it can be used to express a large number of gathering and overlapping of “X”, thus 
representing X’s increase of quantity. 
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5. Conclusion 
As for the word class coercion, the majority of “X” entering this construction is a noun and adjectives account for a 

very small amount. Moreover, the nouns are always coerced into weakening their referential and profiling the predica-
tive themselves; as a result, those nouns can get characteristics of adjectives in the end with the mechanism of metony-
my and cognitive salience. As for the semantic coercion, the construction coerces the lexical item “X” into a meaning of 
non-derogation and profile the state distinction of “Xadjective” and endows the variable “X” with a meaning of “increase 
of quantity of degree”. According to the data and analysis, it is proved that the selection and formation of X in the 
buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” is not at random but to conform to certain laws, which can be explained as con-
struction coercion with the influence of the principle of economy, metonymy and cognitive salience. 
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